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PATA 801 - ANY HIGHWAY EXCEPT FREEWAYS
AND EXPRESSWAYS MOBILE OR SHORT-TERM

APPLICATION ID#:
BRIDGE STRUCTURE ID#/STATE ROUTE:

PATA 801 Notes Page
1. If a static sign is used, it shall use minimum 12-inch, black legend on a fluorescent yellow
retroreflective sheeting material. If a Variable Message Sign (VMS) is used, it shall be of a type
approved by the Department and listed in Publication 35 (Approved Constriction Materials Bulletin 15), and it shall be capable of displaying two lines of message with minimum 14-inch
legend.
2. The hauler shall have CB radios in all vehicles for communication, including one in the State Police
Vehicle. One of the operators shall also have a cellular telephone for emergency purposes.

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION
PRIVATE ESCORT VEHICLE
This vehicle is provided by the hauler and shall be equipped with a flashing or revolving
yellow light. When the State Police Vehicle is not used, this vehicle shall be used to stop
the approaching traffic at a distance of at least 350' before the bridge, and then release the
approaching traffic only after Superload or Non-Superload Vehicle has cleared the bridge
and is in the normal travel lane. In order to stop traffic, it may be necessary to have
someone use a red flag.
SUPERLOAD OR NON-SUPERLOAD
This vehicle shall be equipped with two flashing or revolving yellow lights, one on the front
and one on the back. This vehicle should be positioned either in the center or the right side
of the roadway in accordance with the permit. When the State Police Vehicle is used, this
vehicle should maintain a minimum distance behind Vehicle A of 200' or one bridge span in
length, whichever is greater.
SHADOW VEHICLE
The shadow vehicle shall be supplied and operated by the hauler. It shall be equipped with
a flashing or revolving yellow light and a sign with the message "DO NOT PASS". The sign
may be either a static sign or a VMS, see Note 1. If a VMS is used, it should flash the
message, when applicable. If a static sign is used, the sign shall be removed when it
is not applicable. This vehicle should be positioned either in the center or on the right side
of the roadway similar to the Superload or Non-Superload Vehicle. When on the bridge,
the vehicle should maintain a minimum following distance behind the Superload or
Non-Superload Vehicle of 200' or on the bridge span length, whichever is greater.
STATE POLICE VEHICLE
This vehicle is only required for superloads. When used, the vehicle shall be a marked
vehicle with activated revolving or flashing lights. The trooper in this vehicle should stop
approaching traffic at a distance of at least 350' before the bridge. The trooper should
release the approaching traffic only after the Superload or Non-Superload Vehicle has
cleared the bridge and is in the normal travel lane.

TRAFFIC UNRELATED TO OPERATIONS
This represents local traffic that may be impacted by the superload movement operations.

